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In another vein of thinking through the connection 
to land is the series Enfolding. The various titles 
again express states of mind in reference to affective 
engagement with the land. Enfolding-swaddling, 
Enfolding-wrappings, Enfolding-embracing, Enfolding-
bindings, Enfolding-grounding, each suggest 
alternating temperaments as to what benefit or 
encumbrance the land has been to the artist. On the 
one hand there is the suggestion of stability and 
assurance, nurture and rapture, on the other the 
limitations. The monochromatic quality of the paintings 
indicates that it is a shift in attitude to the same thing 
that motivates de Mestre’s responses. There is no 
doubt about the ever present affect of this landscape, 
a constant in de Mestre’s life, it becomes a binary to 
her  moods, that could be encapsulated as: I am this 
landscape, this landscape is me.

A suite of works on paper have provided that freedom 
of expression through the combination of collage, 
print, stitching and colour that might be viewed as 
a correlation to de Mestre’s sense of liberation. Here 
the design of the work has greater spontaneity and 
freedom of expressive form. Several depict an image 
of De Mestre as a child, derived from a photo, taken 
of her naked by the creek. In this she is innocent and 
mocking. Innocent in her childhood nakedness and 
mocking that she can be so in a world of restraint and 
conformity. There is a sense in which De Mestre already 
knows herself and the world in which she will soon be 
launched as an adult. 

The works on paper combine all of those practices 
that De Mestre has maintained throughout her career. 
Stitched lines from her textile works, the texture and 
layered imagery of her painting and collages and print 
that she has often used as an overlay. The building of 
surface is an exploration of the effects of colour, line, 
shape and texture. It is also like a skin on which the 
marks of experience are impressed, sewn into and 
layered upon. In the absence of tribal markings that 
bind individuals to the group, these signs of a life lived 
are externalised as a surface for others to see.

In addition to the two dimensional works are the small 
bronze cast gates, a symbol of boundaries that have 
been translated into, at times, whimsical forms. The 
modernist motto, form follows function, has here been 
turned around to become symbolic of the possibilities 
of transformation. The practical structure of the gate 
becomes the fanciful form of an imagination.  As de 
Mestre navigated her way from childhood to adulthood, 
as an artist and individual, she searched for what 
was possible rather than adhering to what might be 
probable.

Grahame Kime
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The exhibition Valley by artist Tori De Mestre is a subtle 
visual autobiography drawing on childhood memories, 
lived experience and intense identification with place. 
The innocence of childhood and the knowledge and 
responsibilities of adulthood collide in Valley to create  
a fragile yet pervasive tension that is both seductive 
and subtly disquieting. 

Nurtured on her family’s farm Callemondah, at 
Calderwood Valley in the embrace of the Illawarra 
escarpment, Valley is a personal reflection on the 
inevitability of time as an agent of change. The 
exhibition allows the viewer delicate glimpses into the 
artist’s internal and external worlds, and her capacity  
to evolve and adapt to the transformative imperatives 
of this change. 

Valley includes work across diverse media which draws 
on the artist’s considerable technical skill and reflects 
her ability to both face and embrace the ever shifting 
ground that time and life presents. Tori’s work employs 
recurring symbols which play with traditional notions 
of bucolica and visions of pastoral poetry and integrate 
more contemporary concerns regarding urban 
development and the despoiling of nature.

We would like to thank the artist for her commitment  
to this project and for allowing us entry into her world.  
We hope you enjoy the exhibition.

John Monteleone,  
Program Director

Valley may give any resident there are also the barriers 
of self imposed restraint and familial and cultural 
confinement. De Mestre fluctuates between liberation 
and containment and, unlike the popular predilection 
for closure, De Mestre is inclined to the unresolved, an 
open-ended consideration of the possible.

De Mestre thinks through her eyes and she has an 
innate as well as trained understanding of colour and 
design. She is an artist by nature, always in the process 
of art-making, whether that be a holiday sketch or a 
major work in textile or paint. This thinking through 
visual form is combined here with a poetic appreciation 
of the ever-changing elements of the landscape. In 
the large format paintings such as After the Rain, Dust 
Storm and Jacaranda Days-November Breeze, colour 
is experience and line is a tracery of memory as well 
as a demarcation of form. Like Deleuzian folding, the 
world is never absolute and resolved, it appears and 
disappears, it forms and reforms, more a phenomenon 
than an object of scrutiny.

Certain images appear in the works; some are repeated, 
others stand alone. The triptych, Early Days, for 
example depicts the overwhelming structure of the 
escarpment backdrop to Callemondah, featuring the 
prominent “Big Rock”, below which is a misty grey 
plane of elusive shapes formed by lines. At the base 
three discernible images represent a gate, a house 
(the original homestead), and a line drawing of a tasty 
weed, the blackberry. Each of these images might be a 
symbol of nurture, liberation and restraint; alongside is 
culture and the despoiling of nature. In this painting the 
innocence of a childhood delight and the aspirations 
of personal development are conflicted with notions of 
forbidden fruit and containment.

The seventeenth century painter, Nicolas Poussin 
claimed in a letter of March 1665, to Fréart de 
Chambray, that delectation was the end of art. Such a 
declaration signifies art’s primary value, its appeal to 
the senses, and distinguishes it from other disciplines. 
Thus art is free to make meaning of the world through 
non-cognitive means and in the case of the painter 
through the use of colour, form and line. Not that art 
should be without ideas, and as in the case of Poussin, 
I would suggest, a painting can also be like nature, a 
liminal space of contemplation and speculation.

Tori de Mestre is very much an artist of the twenty-first 
century, behind whom looms a large body of art history, 
and like all artists she reflects upon and borrows from 
this long tradition and practice. Nevertheless, de 
Mestre presents in this body of work, Valley, a highly 
personalised history of her experience growing up in 
the Illawarra, in Calderwood Valley, on her family’s farm, 
Callemondah. 

De Mestre has her own extensive and distinguished 
history as an artist, having worked in many mediums; 
including textiles, painting, sculpture and print 
making. She has also worked as a teacher, mentor and 
community-based artist in a wide range of contexts. 
All of these experiences are evident in the works of 
Valley where she exploits the expressive potential of 
each medium through combining elements of each 
underscored by a socially engaged consciousness that 
has often driven her wide-ranging practice. 

A theme common to all the works is the engagement 
with place, and the opportunities and limitations that 
the particularity of a locality might bestow. Despite 
the inspiration that the topography of Calderwood 
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Image: Early Days 2, 2015, mixed media collage, 35 x 48cmImage: Walking the Ridges and Creeks 3, 2013, mixed media collage, 35 x 48cm

Image: Enfolding-Bindings, 2014,  
oil on linen, 137 x 61cm
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